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Think Before You Click: This email originated outside our organization.
Dear Robin and all District 5 Board Members,
I attended the virtual meeting the evening of Tuesday, May 25th regarding Lot 520 on Payne Avenue. I
live in the Brownstones on Swede Hollow; the building immediately to the north of 520. Our brownstone
community has vested interests in what is being proposed and built on that lot. Please know, we have no
objections to the lot being developed. Our concern is a culmination of what the structure is, how it impacts
the community and if it has any ill potential on our Swede Hollow environment.
Several questions arose during the meeting on Tuesday that aligned with our community's
thoughts/concerns. Specifically: the "tot lot", parking, environmental issue of water run off, child safety,
and the noise. An additional concern not discussed (once again) is the Federal Aviation Guidelines which
have been overlooked. We as an association and community have had a three years to think and discuss
this 520 project. Due to lack of time, our additional questions were not raised, discussed and/or
answered at the meeting.
These are key issues of concern:
Parking - The proposed plan does not provide enough parking for each unit. Mr. Opara response
was "We are only going by what the city of St. Paul zoning states". He also mentioned owners
having bicycles versus a vehicle several times throughout the meeting. We are wondering is this
an assumption on his part justifying the lack of automobile spaces? Also in question, what about
tenant's visitors, where will they park? This entire three block area has very limited parking as is.
The small business located across from the Brownstones, uses on street parking in front of our
units for their customers due to the newly remodeled street design on this lower section of Payne
(which includes a bicycle lane and now no on street parking on the west side of Payne}.
Tot Lot - When asked of its location during the meeting Mr. Opara's response: "We will be looking
for areas around the neighborhood for children to play". There is no place in this small dense
developed (partial industrial area) for young children to play safely.
Safety for children - BIG issue: busy street, busy fire department and restaurant/bar
establishment across the street = equals an excess of traffic, serious concerns of school bus
transporting children and in addition; no place for children to play. Is the concern for affordable
house for so many tenants more important than the child being safe in their setting?
Environmental impact - The Brownstone community have a mandated rain garden (for rain water
runoff) that borders our eastern side of the property. The inadequate space for parking at the
proposed "The Hollows" dictates their land being consumed with asphalt necessary for each
parking space they can eek out. Please explain how they would accommodate the same
environmental need of a mandated rain garden? The Hollow's rain water, runoff from their parking
lot which contains oils, detergents etc. will go where?
Noise - SPFD Station 4 is the busiest department in the city of St. Paul. The proposed "The
Hollows" will be across the street from it. The contractor who built the Brownstones on Swede
Hollow (Jim Erchel) WOULD NOT add an additional fourth building across from the fire department
due to the noise. I chose to purchase the unit (530 Payne) closest to the fire department. When
the trucks and EMTs leave that building, ITS LOUD!!! I frequently cover my ears to protect them

from the extreme decibel level. Now think of the future tenants and their small children being
awaken throughout the day and night. And, what about when school is in session, and kids are
expected to go to school and learn after being exhausted from being repeatedly awaken during the
night. Opara's response to the noise was the needed additional building materials would deflect
the noise. Who follows up on this to ensure this is in fact being done?
Federal Aviation Guidelines - When our Brownstone Association Board talked with the Holman
Airport director about concerns with a high density area being in close proximity to the airport, he
said "We don't want to get involved as we may be sued". The 520 property is situated in what is
called Zone B Flight Path. These recommendations are provided by the Federal Aviation
Association. Their manual provides guidelines regarding construction in the flight path of an
airport. The FAA recommended density for any building in Zone B is three people per building, per
acre. The Hollows (520 Payne) is being constructed on .97 acres. Johnny Opara's architectual
drawings included the old State Supply building; this building/plot of land is not part of The Hollows
project. Also, on the projected drawing, Opara showed access from Woodward Street, he does not
have access rights.
Robin and Members, to summarize this project, Johnny Opara will be disregarding FAA Guidelines as
well as asking for numerous variances from the city of St. Paul. Is this the best way to proceed with
construction all while ignoring rules designed for public safety? If this project is built as proposed, it will
negatively impact everyone living within The Hollows as well as the business and neighboring homes.
I raise these concerns for your committee so you will understand just what you "Rubber stamped" at
Tuesday evening's meeting. If you are an organization that represents the Payne/Phalen community, then
please think of ALL who are affected by this decision and be certain this decision benefits current and
future residents. By the way, when it was time to "make a motion" to approve or disapprove the project,
the woman who made the motion to approve, didn't even know the name of the project! I guess she
really did the homework and investigated the whole matter. As a proud member of the Payne/Phalen
Community, your lack of knowledge about this project diminished your standing and reputation with our
neighbors and our entire association.
Sincerely,
Michael McDonald, Brownstones on Swede Hollow Board Member

